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THE CHARACTER OF MEDEA:
AN INTERPRETATION FOR THE STAGE
Susan Carter Jackson
The' University of Arizona, 1964

This essay was written in conjunction with a public
performance of the leading character in Robinson Jeffers’
adaptation of Euripides’ Medea.

The first chapter is con

cerned with the selection of the role and includes a brief
summary of past performances of the character of Medea, an
evaluation of some of the translations of Euripides’ Medea,
a study of Jeffers’ adaptation, which includes my reasons
for choosing to perform the adaptation, and a history of the
Jeffers drama.
The second chapter is an analysis of the character
of Medea and includes a sketch of the mythological back
ground of the character, a moment-^by-moment analysis of the
role, and a summary of the results of the production.
The appendix accompanying the text is a diary of the
rehearsal period, illustrating the day-by-day progress in
.the creation of the role, as well as commentary on each
night of the performance.

Dedicated
With Love to
The Memory of My Sister
Marylu Jackson Born

CHAPTER I

SELECTION OF THE ROLE
The character of Medea seems to have been an
object of fascination for,- actresses and dramatists alike
for centuries.

In our country the names of three actresses

stand out from the early days of American theatre: ' that
of Matilda Heron, who performed the role intermittently
from 1857 until 1875; the star of the Theatre Francais,
Adelaide Ristori, known as "the greatest actress of her
time," who performed Ernest Legouve's adaptation of Medea
from 1866 until 1874; and the German tragedienne, Fanny
Janauschek, who performed Grillparzer's trilogy The Golden
Fleece from 1867 until 1880.1
The Euripidean drama has undergone many other
adaptations through the centuriesy, from that of Seneca in
the first century A . D . through the modern treatments by
Robinson Jeffers, published in 1946 , Jean Anouilh,• pub
lished in America in 1957, and Maxwell Anderson’s Wing- .'
less Victory, published in 1936.
After having decided that I would perform some
version of the work for my degree project, I was faced
with the problem of choosing the version best suited to

me and to my potential audience.

I immediately disregarded

the early adaptations of the drama, for I found them stilted
and obvious products of the century in which they were
written.

I rejected the Anouilh and the Anderson adapta

tions because they are too modern and make no attempt to
retain the ancient Greek environment of the drama.
After examining a number of translations, I decided
against them in favor of the Jeffers adaptation.

I rejected

the translations primarily because of what seemed to me
serious handicaps to successful stage performance present
in the language of the various treatments.

I do not mean

to suggest that I undertook a full-scale comparative evalu
ation of even the modern translations before making my
decision.

But such translations as I did consult seemed to

offer difficulties not present--to my way of t.hinking--in
the Jeffers treatment.

What I was seeking in a Medea was a

treatment which retained the Greek flavor, the nobility of
the woman and yet inserted a note of realism that would be
appealing to a contemporary audience.

I was also looking

for a version that seemed to me speakable, a requirement
few of the translators seemed to take into account.

Some

examples of the failure, of various translations to meet
these personal demands may serve to make the point.
I first examined the Gilbert Murray translation,
originally published in 1910.

Mr.

Murray states, on the

cover of the published text, that the drama has been trans
lated into "English Rhyming V e r s e . T h e

pattern that

"rhyming verse" takes is, of course, iambic pentameter.
Harley Granville-Barker observed just fourteen years after
the Murray translation had been completed that each gene
ration and country has a language of its own and that the
translator must always take cognizance of this fact.

He

further maintains that scholars must rid themselves of the
idea that blank verse is the only style in which poetical
drama can be written or translated.^

Though he does not

mention The Medea in particular, one cannot help wondering
if he did not have Murray's translation in mind, for the
major faults of the translation are the superimposition of
the iambic pentameter verse form upon the text, the presence
of Elizabethan phraseology$v,and even an occasional reference
to the Bible, all blatant anachronisms.

An example of one

such instance occurs in the scene with Kreon.
"Go; marry, and God bless your issues."

Medea says:

The line could very

well come from Macbeth or Hamlet, but certainly does not fit
the mood of an ancient Greek tragedy.
"marry,"

The expletive,

is distinctly English and regarded, even by a layJ

m a n , as coming from the sixteenth century.
In addition to the above objections to the Murray
text, I find the syntax to be extremely difficult.

Notice

the phrasing of the following excerpt and imagine how

difficult it would be to deliver with the proper emotional
power.

The lines occur in Medea's first scene with Jason.

Medea speaks:
■ Evil, most evill . . . since thou grantest me
That comfort, the worst weapon left me now
To smite a coward . . . Thou comest to me, thou,
Mine enemy!
Rex Warner has observed in the introduction to his
translation of The Medea:
Yet without doubt some translations are better than
others, and, if the purpose of a translation is to
convey something of the spirit of the original to
those who are ignorant of the original language,
then I think that the laborious transliterators are
more to be commended than the brilliant distortion
ists. . . . When the translator is not a great poet
and still distorts, then there is much less to
recommend him.1*
A fine scholar Mr. Murray may well be, but a great poet he
is not.

In resorting to blank verse, he has created syntax

that is unnecessarily difficult and removed the drama from
its ancient Greek environment.

His anachronistic Biblical

references and Elizabethan affectations are most disturbing,
both from a scholarly point of view and from the point of
view of the actress seeking a text comprehensible to a
modern audience.
The honesty of Rex Warner's translation is much to
be preferred to the artificially embellished language of
Murray.

Judging from Warner's introduction,^

I assume

that he followed the Greek original as closely as possible.

having no pretensions as a poet and no desire to impose his
style upon the genius of Euripides.

The following quotation

is Warner’s translation of the identical passage quoted from
Murray above,:
0 coward in every way,--that is what I call you
With bitterest reproach for your lack of manliness,
You have come, y o u , my worst enemy, have come to m e !
Although the translation is infinitely stronger than that of
Murray, it was still not what I was seeking.

Warner, in an

attempt, I suppose, to make the play palatable to the modern
audience, tends toward the colloquial.

For example, at the

end of Medea's first scene with Jason, she says:
Go! No doubt you hanker for your virginal bride,
And are guilty of lingering too long out of her house.
"Hanker" suggests a lower stratum of society, and though Medea
is savage, she is still of royal birth.
her language being quite so casual.

I cannot imagine

Even so, in Warner's

translation we are given the impression of a strong woman,
capable of the dreadful vengeance she exacts.
The final translation I examined was that of
Frederic Prokosch.

■ He employs a loose poetic style com- -

bined with straight prose.

The poetic sections, delegated

primarily to the chorus, are well integrated into the prose
style of the major characters.

Medea emerges, in some

respects, even stronger than she does in Warner's transla
tion.

The following segment parallels that from the first

scene with Jason qupted’from the former two translations:

You filthy coward! That is the only name I can
find for you and your utter lack of manliness!
And now y o u , who are the worst of my enemies,
now you have chosen to come to me!
In an earlier scene, Medea remarks to the chorus:
still troubles in store for the young bride.

"There are

..."

"In

store," like Warner's "Hanker," strikes a discordant note in
a Greek setting.

Both seem distinctly American in origin.

Shortcomings of this type lead me to select for per
formance Robinson Jeffers' adaptation in preference to the
translations.

Jeffers has considerably tightened the struc

ture of the original drama, made various changes in the pur
pose and psychology of the characters^ and has^essentially^)
written a new drama that must be accepted on its own terms.
I believe that the emotional response elicited from the
audience in this adaptation and the original varies dras
tically.

It may be well to point out the specific changes

Jeffers has made in the Euripidean text.
In his adaptation, Jeffers has not departed com
pletely from his source.
with the translations.

Many speeches are nearly identical

The playwright was a classical

scholar.and had studied Greek from the age of five, so it
may be assumed that portions of the script were taken
directly from the source.8

Even though he has taken situa

tions and an occasional line from his source, he has created
a new and more realistic drama, establishing relationships

between all of the characters.

He has attempted to motivate

the actions of the characters through the addition of
stronger conflicts and by strengthening the roles of vir
tually all of the performers.

The chorus has been cut con

siderably, both in number of speakers and line distribution.
Euripides had fifteen speakers in the Chorus.

Jeffers has

but three, and they are individualized into specific charac
ters.

In the following analysis I will consider each char

acter in order of appearance in the Jeffers drama.
In the original play, the Nurse speaks only in the
beginning, before Medea's entrance.

The audience is unable

to perceive a close relationship between the woman and her
nurse.

Jeffers has expanded the role and made the Nurse an

integral part of the action.
when Creon offends her;

It is she who comforts Medea

it is she who tries to persuade

Medea to provide herself with a means of escape after she
has taken her vengeance, while in the original it is Medea
who"desires to go to Athens.

The account of the deaths of

Creusa and Creon, originally delegated to a Messenger who
appeared for that purpose only, is given to her and becomes
doubly powerful because of her relationship with the individ
uals involved.

Thus, the Nurse develops from a mere expos

itory figure into an organic character, more vitally
necessary to the action of the drama.

■ The Tutor differs little from his counterpart in the
original.

The only perceptible change is in Medea's reac

tion to him when he returns from the palace with the news
that the gifts have been accepted.
The dhildren play a more significant role in the
Jeffers work, more because of Medea and Jason's reactions to
them than because of any real change in their characters.
Two of the most powerful sequences in the second act of the
adaptation occur as Jason innocently plays with the children
as Medea tells the chorus:

"Therefore his dear children/

Are not going to that city but a darker city where no games
are played, no music is heard."

The oldest child is given

an on-stage line in Jeffers' drama.

After he returns from

Creon's palace with the gifts Creusa has given them* he
holds a bow up for Medea to see, and says simply:
Mother."

"Look,

Her grief-stricken reaction does much to build

sympathy for her plight.
H. D. F. Kitto remarks, when speaking of Euripides'
Medea, that a certain "uneasiness" is generated by the
Chorus in the drama.

He says that in later tragedies the

Euripidean chorus became a body of "Ideal Spectators," but
in Medea it is the "solid, flesh-and-blood chorus of Middle
Tragedy," and it seems as though they should participate in
the action.^

They do n o t , and one wonders how this body of

fifteen women, obviously interested in the action, could

stand helplessly by as Medea kills her children.
has offered a partial solution to the problem.

Jeffers

As Dudley

Fitts observes in his essay, "The Hellenism of Robinson
Jeffers," the choric feeling has disappeared almost com
pletely in the adaptation.

Since their number has been

cut from fifteen to three, it is, perhaps, more feasible
that a small group would be unable to react constructively
in preventing the tragedy.

More effective than that, how

ever, is the manner in which Medea speaks to them.

In the

last act, the Third Woman attempts to go to the palace to
warn the victims of the impending doom.
Medea’s ominous threat, "Go.

She is stopped by

Go if you will.

vengeful goddess are doing these things:

God and my

you cannot pre

vent them, but ^ou could easily fall/in the same fire."
The audience is aware that the Chorus knows and fears Medea'
powers.

It is not inconceivable that their fear would pre

vent action.

In addition, Jeffers has added dialogue

between the other characters and the Women, drawing them
into the action and individualizing them.

Notable is the

First Woman's reaction to Jason near the end of the play:
"You caused these things.
broke faith."

She was faithful to you and you

The pattern of allowing each of the Women to

experience specific reactions to the other characters is
constant and aids their integration into the action.
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I will speak fully of the character of Medea in the
second chapter.

Let it suffice now to say that Jeffers has

condensed many of her speeches, combined several, and given
more tangible motivations for her actions.
Kreon, in the original Medea, is much more honest
and single-minded than he is in the adaptation.
his purpose clearly and concisely;
leave Corinth.

He states

he simply wants Medea to

When she asks for a few hours to prepare her

self for exile, he is immediately taken in by her, and does
not fight the proposal.

In Jeffers' version we are given a

far more interesting character.

His dual nature as hard

king and kindly father is more completely exposed.

He will

not hear Medea's plea and sets up a strong conflict with her
when he says scornfully:
go."

"I pity you, Medea,/But you must

This motivates a violent reaction from her that gives

him further reason to fear her.

She must use all of her

wiles to persuade him to give her a few hours in Corinth.
She must find his weakest spot, which is his daughter, before
he will agree to allow her to remain.

He emerges far more

intelligent than in the original, for we are given the im
pression.it has taken all of Medea's genius to win this vital
victory.
The major changes that have taken place in the adap
tation are in the characters of Jason and Medea.

Jeffers'

conception of Jason has been much maligned by critics and

performers alike.

When the play was being cast for its New

York production, Miss Anderson was unwilling to have an ac
tor of less stature than herself play the role.

However,

the director of the play, John Gielgud, was unable to find
a well-known performer of any merit willing to undertake the
role.

They evidently felt, as does the critic, Randolph .

Goodman, that Jason, in the Jeffers play, is "insignificant."^
It is quite true that there are fewer lines allotted to
Jeffers' Jason than there are in the original, but to say
that he is "insignificant" is a gross overstatement.

The

Jason of Euripides is a mild, complacent man, anxious to make
amends for the wrong he has done Medea.

He refers to Medea

as "my friend," and chastises her rather as a father would
an errant child.

He is completely taken in by her deception

in their second scene, and is sincerely happy that she seems
to have seen the folly of her anger.

In the end, when his

wife has been murdered and his sons slaughtered, he reacts
as the perfect victim, helpless, lost, and utterly broken
as a m a n .

Jeffers has indeed cut the length of Jason's role,

but how greatly he has added to the strength of the ma n !

He

has created a new character, bigoted, conceited, wiley, and—
in the first two scenes--almost without sympathetic quali
ties.

He deliberately goads Medea into a fury, and then

laughs in her face, when she is reduced to little more than
an enraged beast.

Her anger is well motivated by his line

12

"When the gods care for him/They appoint an instrument to
save him;

if not he dies.

You were that instrument."

Such inhuman scorn is sufficient to provoke the ensuing
actions of

the drama when leveled at

the original, all of

the action

action of the play began.

this proud woman.In

had taken place beforethe

Not so with Jeffers.

With the

character of Jason, as with that of Creon, he lets the audi
ence see that, horrible though the actions of Medea are,
they are not without strong provocation.

Thus, it is more

feasible that she will be accepted by the audience.

With

this in mind, it is difficult to understand Dudley Fitts’
criticism of the work:
While in Euripides the chief interest is the analysis
of Medea's dark-mind, a secondary but by no means
unimportant theme is the rehabilitation of Jason.
I
do not
mean that we come to love h im; but whereas
at the
outset we see in him only another Admetos, a
complacent cad, at the end we cannot help perceiving
traces of true magnanimity. . . . This is partly the
result of the horrible denouement, but the ageless
idea of salvation through suffering is clearly present.
But Mr. Jeffers’ Jason, for all his selfish
cruelty, is from the beginning more appealing than he
should be, simply because Medea is so much less appeal
ing than he. Accordingly, the character seems, though
it actually is not, static.^2
It is obvious to me that Jeffers’ Jason is much less appeal
ing than that of Euripides, and certainly not static, for he
is not simply a villain.

His relationship with the children

is warm, his reaction to their death is human.

The relative

evil of Jason and Medea is beautifully balanced in the adap
tation, for both act as they must according to their natures.
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It is Jason who delivers the final blow that prompts the
climax of Jeffers’ Medea.

In the original he appears as

simply another victim.
The character of Aegeus does not radically change in
the transition from the original to the adaptation, but his
function does.

The length of his speeches has been judi

ciously cut, for the spectator cares little about his child
lessness.

However, in the original, his main function is to

provide Medea with a means of escape.

In the adaptation,

his primary function is to confirm Medea in her plan to kill
the children.

The latter is more organic to the play and

more consistent with the proud nature of Medea.
Jeffers further departs from his source in his
extensive employment of figurative language, a feature of
the Jeffers text which also influenced greatly my preference
for it.

An integral part of Jeffers’ poetic style is his

use of imagery.

He is very fond of nature images and uses

them consistently throughout his poetry;

in all of his

poems specific images mean the same thing.

For example, the

dog image "functions to degrade ma n , to make man relatively
insignificant in the universe." 13

Thus in Medea we find the

image frequently used when Medea is speaking of the "enemy."
Creon is referred to as "this barking dog."
greeted with "Is there another dog here?"
"Fools trouble me, and dogs."

Jason is

She tells Aegeus

Medea is referred to at

.14

various times with strong, hard images, as tiger, lion, stone,'
and viper. • Jason, when he has been completely defeated, 'is '
called a "feeble night bird."

As I will demonstrate in the

second chapter, these images were extremely valuable in
evolving the characterization of Medea,and serve to increase
the savage intensity of the drama.

•■

I was further attracted to the Jeffers Medea because
it was originally conceived as a vehicle, a play expressly
designed to feature prominently the talents of a single
actress.

As such, it seemed admirably suited to a "concert"

performance of the type I was seeking as a final creative
offering for completion of degree requirements.
Its great success as a play of this type is fully
revealed in the history of its production.

Miss Judith

Anderson, for whom the adaptation was made, first became
affiliated with Robinson Jeffers when she portrayed Clytemnestra in his dramatic poem, The Tower Beyond Tragedy, pro
duced in Carmel, California, in

1941

.14

Miss Anderson was

anxious to have the poem rewritten into a more dramatic form
and presented on the Broadway stage, but was unable to find
a producer for it.

She eventually found a backer, however,

who said he would be willing to finance a treatment of Medea
if Mr. Jeffers- would write it
Miss Anderson, in which she said:

I received a letter from

15

I asked Mr. Jeffers if he would make the adaptation
for N.Y. production, he agreed, and, not that I
worked with him, I did make a few suggestions which
he readily accepted, saying in his gentle genefous
way that I knew more about the Theatre than he did.
It may be inferred from this statement that, although Miss
Anderson did not actually write any portion of the drama,
she probably made suggestions as to the nature of the
character and her relationship to the other characters.
In an article which first appeared in The San Fran
cisco Chronic^., September 5 , 1948 , Mr. Jeffers writes of
the many difficulties encountered in getting the work
produced^
A conflict arose between Mr. Jeffers and the poten
tial producer and the contract was not signed.

A year passed

before the play appeared in book form, and according to Mr.
Jeffers " . . .

two or three more years passed before it found

producers and came to the stage . . .
The play had been under option to the Theatre Guild,
but it had been dropped from the schedule.

17

The film producer

Harold Hecht.interested a young actor, Robert Whitehead, in
attempting to produce the drama.

Whitehead was dissatisfied

with acting and was looking toward other opportunities in
the field, so he eagerly accepted the challenge.

And chal

lenge it was, for it took a full year to raise the $7 5,000
necessary to produce the show.

16

Whitehead knew that the play had been written speci
fically for Judith Anderson, so he contacted her immediately.
She quickly accepted the title role and the problem was then
to find a director.

He (Whitehead) had seen John Gielgud's

direction of and performance in The Importance of Being
Earnest and was so impressed with Gielgud's talents that he
asked him to direct Medea.

After a few schedule conflicts

were settled, Gielgud agreed, and the producer was faced
with the even more difficult problem of finding a Jason.

As

already indicated, Mr. Gielgud finally agreed to perform the
role himself.
The period of preparation
difficulties.

Mr. Whitehead made

and rehearsal

saw some

the mistake of suggesting

to Miss Anderson that she "curb some of her exuberant drama
tics during her performance,"-1-8

and the actress became, so

angry that "for a considerable run of

the play, star andpro

ducer were not on speaking terms.
Whitehead's feeling about the play on its first outof-town tryout in Princeton, New. Jersey, was that " . . .

it

on

was way off base . . .
box office success.

a mess."

However, it was a great

It opened in New York, October 20, 1947,

and closed May 15, 1948.

The play toured the country imme

diately after the New York closing, and Miss Anderson has
revived it for tours within the last two years.

It was also

produced in London at The Globe Theatre, in October of 1948,
and starred Eileen Herlie,

but it was not successful there

received poor critical notices, and closed in three months.
The critical reviews for the American premiere were
varied for both the play and its star.

On the affirmative

side, the consensus seemed to be that Jeffers had brought
the drama "closer to the contemporary stage."^2

The same

critic praised Jeffers' use of language, saying that it had
a "driving, iron quality."

The majority of the critics were

favorable to Miss Anderson's performance, saying that she
played with passion and emotional veracity.

On the negative

side, several of the critics felt Jeffers' text was "overo q

ornamented and studiously poetic," 0 or that it made no im24
provement or change in the original text.
The negative
responses to Miss Anderson's performance were relatively con
sistent.

John Chapman., of the Daily News, felt that she had

"shot her bolt" by the end of the first act.^^ Similar com
ments were made in Newsweek, The New Yorker, and The Daily
Mirror.

The adverse criticism did not hamper the financial

success of the play, nor the artistic success of the produc
tion.

Miss Anderson's performance of Medea has made an

indelible mark on the pages of the history of the American
stage.

CHAPTER II

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTER
Before attempting to analyze the character of Medea,
it would be advisable to review briefly the mythological
background of the character.1

Although the myth of Jason,

Medea and The Golden Fleece is, as most myths are, of in
determinate origin, it was given form and brought into focus
by the lyric poet, Pindar (c522-443 B.C.), Euripides (c485406 B.C.) and finally by the third century poet, Apollonius
of Rhodes.

Jason, rightful heir to the throne of lolchus,

was ordered by his uncle, Pelias, usurper of that throne, to
go to Colchis and obtain the Golden Fleece.

Upon arriving

at Aeetes1 kingdom of Colchis, Jason found that he mus^t per
form a number of tasks before he could obtain the Fleece.
Through the intercession of the goddesses Hera and Aphrodite,
Cupid, son of Aphrodite, caused Aeetes' daughter Medea to
fall in love with Jason.

She was a sorceress, and by means

of a magic spell made Jason invulnerable.

He was thus able

to survive the superhuman tasks set for him by Aeetes.
After having won the Fleece, Jason sailed in the Argo from
Colchis, accompanied by Medea.

When they were pursued by

Aeetes, Medea killed her brother, Absyrtus, dismembered him,
18
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and scattered his limbs upon the water.

Aeetes was thus

delayed and the two were able to m a k e •their way to lolcus.
When they arrived at lolcus,

they found that

Pelias was still unwilling to concede the throne,

Therefore,

Medea, believing she was helping Jason, caused Pelias' own
daughters to kill him.

She and Jason were exiled from

lolcus and proceeded to Corinth, where they were given
refuge.

The King of that land, Kreon, desired that Jason

marry his daughter.

Because Medea was a foreigner in Greece

and therefore regarded as a barbarian, her marriage with
Jason was not considered legal.

It is after Jason has left

Medea and gone to the King's daughter that the drama begins.
In order to understand the character of Medea, it is
necessary first to be aware of this background.

Realizing

this, Jeffers has the story repeated three times within the
framework of the play and each time from a different point
of view.
Medea.

It is first told by the Nurse, and twice told by
Jason comments lightly on what Medea has done for

him, and compares it with what he thinks he has done for her.
Each time the audience is given greater insight into the
condition of Medea and the reasons for her need for ven
geance.

When the Nurse tells it, we are given a sympathetic

view of past events, combined with a suggestion of the
horror that is to come:
I wish the long ship Argo had never passed that peri
lous channel between the Symplegades, I wish the

20

pines that made her mast and her oars still swayed
in the wind on Mount Pelion, and the gray fishhawk
still nested in them, the great adventurers had
never voyaged into the Asian sunrise to the shores of
mourning for the Golden Fleece. . . . For then my
mistress Medea would never have seen Jason, nor loved
and saved him, nor cut herself off from home to come
with him into this country of the smiling chattering
Greeks and the roofs of Corinth. . . . 0 I'm in terror
of her: whether she'll thread a knife through her
own heart, or whether she'll hunt the bridegroom and
his new bride, or what more dreadful evil stalks in
the forest of her dark mind.
When Medea relates it in her first on-stage speech, she seeks
first to win the sympathy of the Corinthian Women, but falls
into deep nostalgia as she remembers how great her love was
for Jason.
I betrayed my father for him, I killed my brother to
save him;
I made my own land to hate me forever;
and I fled west with Jason in the Greek ship, under
the thunder of the sail, weeping and laughing, that
huge journey through the Black Sea and the Bosphorus,
where the rocks clang together.
When she relates it to Jason later in the same act, it is
with bitter accusation and righteous pride:
What refuge does your prudent kindness advise? Shall
I fly home to Colchis--To put my neck in the coil of
a knotted rope for the crimes I served you with? Or
shall I go and kneel to the daughter of Pelias? They
would indeed be happy to lay their hands on my head:
holding the very knives and the cleavers that carved
their sire. The world is a little closed to me, eh?
By the things I have done for you.
Jason's commentary on this speech is twisted, colored with
the bigotry of a man who knows he has acted wrongly, but must
rationalize his actions so that he will appear the wronged
one;
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Some little things that I on my side have done for
you ought to be in the books too:
as, for example,
that I carried you out of the dirt and superstition
of Asiatic Colchis into the rational sunlight of
Greece, and the marble music of the Greek temples.
.. . . And I have brought you to meet the first minds
of our time, and to speak as an equal with the great
heroes and the rulers of cities. . . . And now--this
grievous thing that you hate me for: that I haVe
married Creon’s young daughter, little Creusa:
do you think I did it like a boy or a woman? Out
of blind passion? I did it to achieve power here;
and I ’d have used that power to protect you and our
sons.
From the accounts of the Nurse and Medea, one can
understand what has made Medea the way she is in the drama.
We know her to be of royal birth, capable of great love and
great hate, and, in her mind, wronged beyond endurance.
Jason is committing bigamy for, as far as Medea is concerned,
their marriage is as binding in Greece as it was in Colchis
or lolcus.

Medea acted always in good faith.

Though she

committed numerous atrocities, such as the murder of her
brother and the betrayal of her father, she did those things
in the name of love.

Gilbert Murray, in the introduction to

his translation of The Medea, has said of the original
character:
Her very devotion of love for Jason, now turned to
hatred, shows itself to have been always of that
somewhat rank and ugly sort to which such a change
is natural.^
He might have said the same thing about Jeffers’ Medea, for
the degree of the two characters’ love is correspondent.
However, she cannot be judged by rational or civilized

standards, for the element that makes her most understand
able, despite the terrible revenge she takes is that "her
passions are stronger than her reason."14

She has ample

cause for her actions, for she has given up home, family and
honor for the love of Jason, and he has utterly betrayed that
love, leaving her without refuge, or, as far as he knows,
friends to help her.

Jason was her entire reason for life,

but her proud nature will not permit her simply to kill her
self and thus free him.

She must destroy him as completely

as he has destroyed her, and in order to do that she must
remove from Jason every part of his life that has any mean
ing to him.

Although she loves her children intensely, she

realizes that if they are allowed to live Jason will still
survive through them.

Euripides has developed a theme that

Jeffers has followed:
. . . he seems deliberately to dwell upon the two
fold evil of cruelty, that it not only causes pain to
the victim., but actually by means of the pain makes
him a worse m a n , so that when his turn of triumph
comes, it is no longer a triumph of justice or a
thing to make men rejoice.^
Jason has, in Medea’s mind, committed an irreparable sin.

In

order to punish him, she commits a series of hideous atroci
ties.

In the end, they are destroyed by each other, and both

are worthy of profound pity.

Edith Hamilton has said of

Euripides’ drama'in her book The Greek Way.;
Out of the pages written more than twenty-three
hundred years ago sound the notes which we feel
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are the dominants in our world today, sympathy
with suffering gnd the conviction of the worth of
everyone alive.
Although Medea is not free of guilt, she is not without
sympathetic qualities and certainly not pure evil.

In both

Jeffers' drama and in the original, we sympathize with her
condition and feel pity for her, recognizing that she is a
human being in torment.
In order to make this concept apparent to the audi
ence it was imperative that I emphasize in the character her
many levels;
for Jason;
children.

her love for her children and the love she had

the great agony she underwent in killing her
I used as my foundation for the role Mr. Jeffers'

own comment on the character.
proud woman scorned:

"Medea is the portrait of a

a loving woman, whose love triumphs
*7

over Greeks in their own country."

In order to achieve this

in the character and avoid some of the pitfalls that are
possible, I took into consideration the criticism written
at the time Miss Anderson performed the role in the New York
production.

Harold Clurman remarked that:

Miss Anderson's Medea is neither a person nor a
concept.
She fills the stage with her vocal volume,
but none of this is centered in either specific
characterization or the embodiment of a general
idea. ... . The realities of mother love, of pas
sion, of grief, are not communicated.®
Keeping these things in mind, I evolved a moment-by-moment
account of the character.®

Her cries within the house, before her entrance on
stage reveal her inner turmoil, the intensity of her rage,
and the great•lengths she is willing to go to in order to
exact her revenge.

As she utters her first cry, "Death,"

she has been pacing in fury.
as a burst dam.
wish.

The cry is a release of energy,

This tone continues through "Death is my

For myself, my enemies, my children."

work for the ensuing action is thus laid.
"Grind, crush, burn.

The ground

The wails after

Destruction," grow from a mounting

energy and determination to avenge her wrongs.

She is

pathetic as she contemplates her own death with "Death is
the only water to wash this dirt."

This tone continues

through the next three lines and crescendos in ". . . crim
son cloaked in the blood of our wounds."

Then she returns

to the thought of revenge with "I. know poisons."

The

scornful "I am not a Greek woman" demonstrates her pride,
and establishes a motif that will be sustained throughout
the drama, her disdain for the rational Greeks.
She is so immersed in sorrow as she comes on stage
that she is completely unaware of the Corinthian Women.

The

beginning of the speech grows from deep grief and near ex
haustion which grows into an agonized wail.
When she first becomes aware of the women, she re
gards them with suspicion.

But she painfully controls.her

self, for she realizes that she must win their support.

The
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beginning of the monologue is cautious and insincere, for
although she must ingratiate herself to them,
placid rationality of the Greeks.

she scorns the

However, by the time she

says "I will show you my naked heart," she has forgotten
the purpose of the address, which was to win the sympathy of
the Women.

She inadvertently wins their support by exposing

Jason's infidelity, but in fact she is caught in the memory
of the glory of past days and distracted with fury for the
present situation.

.

The speech beginning "I do not know what other
women--! do not know how much a Greek woman will endure,"
starts with thinly veiled scorn for the Women.

It ends with

deep, hoarse fury as she again contemplates vengeance.

I

disagreed with the direction.given in the script for the
line "Let them watch my enemies go down in blood," which is
"dully, without hope."

I believed, to the contrary, that

the line is a savage demand to her gods to avenge her wrongs.
She is sitting on the top step of her house, over
come with rage, but she quickly stiffens to defiance as
Creon enters.

Her attitude toward him at first is scornful,

but she is stunned when she realizes that he has the power
to foil her plan for revenge.

She silently curses him and

his power after the line "The children, my lord--."

When

he asks her what she is muttering, she first begins to tell
him the truth, that she was praying to her gods for
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vengeance, but craftily alters the sentence to say: "I am
praying to my gods for--wisdom."

She realizes she must

appear humble in order to make him allow her to remain in
Corinth long

enough to consummate her plan for revenge, but

humility comes hard.

Although she begins the speech stiffly

she is in control of herself by the end of the speech "0
Master of Corinth, what have I done?

Why must I be cast?" .

Her mask of humility slips when she thinks of Jason with
Creusa and she says:
to me."

"I hope he may be as kind to her as--

She tries to recover Creon's confidence with a show

of tears on "I thought of old days."
In the speech beginning "You misjudge me cruelly,"
she uses a well balanced combination of righteous indigna
tion and feminine wiles to win Creon.

She appeals to his

ego with "You are not a common man, lord of Corinth."

At

this point, she feels herself in control of the situation and
winning her point.

But her guard drops totally as Creon

first refuses her request and then says that he pities her.
She longs to kill him at once, is frustrated by her inability
to do so and flings herself sobbing with momentary impotence
against the doors of the house.

At last she collapses into

the Nurse's arms in a moment of infant need.

There is no

where else to turn.
But she knows that she must win time from Creon.
She pulls herself, with an anguished effort, from her
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pathetic emotional state and tries once more to persuade
Creon to let her stay in Corinth for a few hours.

Her

argument beginning,"It is not true, I am not jealous," is
pitifully weak, for her mind is clouded with anger and
grief.

When her plea has no effect on Creon, she takes the

ultimate step in kneeling to him on "have mercy on my little
sons, Creon, though there is none for me."

Creon's scorn

of this, her final concession to him, is almost too much for
her.

She begins to leave in disgust with "I am not a beg

gar .

I will not trouble you," but she knows she cannot leave

matters as they stand.

All would then be lost to her.

The

ensuing dialogue, including the speech beginning "There are
no flowers on this mountain," is a passionate yet logical
appeal to Creon’s mind and emotions.

By using his daughter's

name she penetrates his resistance by appealing to his weak
est point.

He at last concedes.

stage, her line "I will thank you.
hear of it,"

After he has left the
And the whole world will

is heavy with ominous forebodings of events to

come.
In the speech to the Corinthian Women beginning
"This man--this barking dog--this gulled fool," she reveals
that her pride has been badly hurt and that she is obsessed
with.the fact that she has knelt to Creon, a man she con
siders to be her inferior.

She calls on her gods for

retribution and Creon is, in her mind, a dead ma n .

In the
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second unit of the speech beginning "Women:

it is a bitter

thing to be a woman," she forcefully states her position to
the Women, aligning herself with them.
as she again descends to savagery.

But she repels

them

She pictures herself as

a "yellow-eyed beast" without conscience and has full- will
to do murder.

She now must find a means.

She is deep in

contemplation of those means and is impatient with the Nurse
when she speaks to her of Aegeus.

In the speech beginning

"I have time" she reveals the strength of her resolve to
exact revenge.

This mood -continues until "I am alone

against all," when she becomes momentarily exhausted as she
realizes the enormity of what she must do.
She is seated, in partial repose, as the trumpets
announce Jason's coming.

When she hears his voice, she

rushes, spontaneously, to the door of her house.

The thought

of facing the man she so deeply loved and now plans to kill
is unbearable to her.

But she cannot leave him.

longs to look at him, remembering old days.
of his betrayal of her comes to her.

First she

Then the reality

By the time she speaks

("Is there another dog here?") she has fallen back into her
pattern of bitter hurt.

Her mood fluctuates from sarcasm

("I thought I would let" you speak on and spread out your
shamelessness before these women:

the way a Tyrian trader

unrolls his rare fabrics") to a momentary lapse into the
past and her great love for him ("0 Jason: how have you

pulled me down to this hell of vile thoughts?").

She is

possessed by the memory of love through the line". . . and
those birds flying through the blown foam."
returns to reality- and hate.

Then she again

She attempts to shame Jason

with an account of the things she has done for him, but he
is impervious to h e r .

He infuriates her by saying that her

background is inferior to his and that she ought to be
grateful for being taken from it, not proud of her savage
powers.

When he refers to her as an instrument of the gods

she wells into a fury too deep for shrieking.

When he laughs

in her face it is all she can do to keep from physically
attacking him.

She watches him leave mute with rage.

Jason’s scorn of her triggers the climax of the
drama.

Before this point she has had only half-formed plans

of revenge, but now she is completely motivated to take the
most horrible steps necessary to salve her wounded pride.
With the speech beginning "This is it.
know it.

I did not surely

Loathing is all," she becomes, in essence, an

agent of retribution,.

She collapses with rage, exhaustion,

and grief,, as she realizes the scope of what she must do.
The speech beginning "Annihilation" is the verbal confirma
tion of the emotions engendered by Jason’s scorn.

Her first

thought is the murder of Creon, Creusa and Jason.

Then it

occurs to her that her sons, too, must die for her revenge
to be complete.

She is agonized at the thought.

Again,

with "Better to be clean bones on the shore" she contem
plates her own death.

But she returns to the old motif of

vengeance with "Not yet.

Corinth must howl first."

The

following two speeches begin the formulation of the final
plan for murder.

She calls on the Goddess Hecate for help

and in a sense "sells her soul 'to hell" in order to achieve
her ends.

With the prayer "Ancient Goddess to whom I and my

people make sacrifice of black lambs and black female
hounds," she seems to go into a mystic trance in the worship
of the occult.
When Aegeus enters, she is completely in the throes
of the trance.
rejoice!

Only when he virtually shouts: "Hail and

Medea" does she become aware of him.

The word

"rejoice" calls to her mind the probable results of her
plan.

Her attitude toward him is indifferent.

She cannot

be moved' from her contemplation and he is only an irritant.
She has ignored the Nurse's suggestion that she might find
refuge in Athens, for she has not yet thought beyond murder.
When Aegeus says it is a bitter thing to be childless, she
softens to grief, for deep in her mind she knows how her
children will suffer for her passion.

When Aegeus remarks

that "One's children are the life after death" her plan to
kill the children begins to crystallize.

So intent is she .

on revenge that her maternal feelings are subverted.

But
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those feelings rise again with "But not that--O'."

She is

in agony as she pictures the bleeding bodies of her sons.
She recovers when Aegeus asks her why she is in such
grief, and she returns to her plan for vengeance.

It is

necessary to her to hear Aegeus condone, if inadvertently,
her proposed actions.

Thus she tells him of Jason’s

treachery, and attempts to force him to agree with her plan.
She repeats:

"Do you not think such men ought to be punished,

Aegeus?" She is impatient with his lack of understanding, and
when he asks her where she will go, since Corinth is closed
to her, she replies irritably:

"What?

To death, of course."

Aegeus dimly realizes that Medea is dangerous, and is thus
reluctant to agree to the Nurse's suggestion that he shelter
them in Athens.

Medea is always scornful of any show of

weakness or indecision, and thus there is bitter mockery in
"That startled the man, Aegeus."

But she'is attracted to the

idea of taking revenge and then escaping without

fear :

of reprisal, and for the first time seriously considers
accepting refuge.

She is always in control of him, and mocks

him again, with "I know the remedies— that would make a dry
stick flame into fire and fruit."

She forces him to swear a

solemn oath to defend her against all enemies in Athens, in
exchange for curing him of his impotency.

He is frightened

of her, for he fears she is capable of turning the entire
universe against h i m , should he fail her.
house to plot her revenge.

She goes into the
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When she returns to the stage, she has completely
formulated a plan and her last scene of the first act is
one of cold resolution.
Corinthian Women.

She is brazenly scornful of the

Her voice is brittle and icy.

admonishment to the Nurse:
[Jason]"

"RunI

Run!

Her final

Find him!!!

is the cry of an enraged Maenad.
When the second act begins, Medea feels, for the

first time, completely in control of the events to come.
She is coldly efficient, as she works out her
geance.

The first part of

plan ofven

the opening speech is laden with

a cruel, ominous undertone;('These are the gifts I am send
ing to the young bride"), and marked by a bitter sarcasm.
But the indignation cancels out sarcasm when she realizes
she has been made a laughing stock by Jason and "All Corinth
knows."

She has a savage delight in handling the gold

things, for she glories in their deadly power.

But she is

still distracted and her mind darts feverishly to Jason on
"Why doesn't he come?"

She is emotionally ready to take her

revenge and annoyed that Jason delays it.

The Nurse has re

marked that a mare attacked a stallion in the city, and
Medea is elated.

It is rather like the lion whelping in

the streets in Julius Caesar;

it suggests to her that the

universe is in sympathy with her plight.

It seems that her

impatience will destroy her as she again inquires after Jason.
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In order to stem her impatience, she slyly toys with
the Women.

She knows that they know there is something ter

rible about the gifts she intends to send to Creusa, but she
sadistically tries to force them to admire the gold things.
She sees, in her mind's eye, Creusa receiving the gifts and
the vision of that woman strutting toward death causes her
great joy.

She sees Jason coming out, and longs to get on

with the business, but finds tearing herself from the vision
of Creusa difficult.
to meet him with:

She rises physically and emotionally

"Stand away from me. Women, while I make

my sick peace."
Even though she has steeled herself to meet Jason,
his physical presence shakes her resolve.

She still loves

him, and no matter what he does to her, or what she plans to
do to him, nothing can completely cancel out that love.
Although she has tried to prepare herself for anything he
might say, she is infuriated at his proposal to take the
children from her.

She regains control, with effort.

She

realizes she has a?n ideal opportunity to discover how much
the children mean to him, and whether their death would
radically affect him.

But she is enraged again when Jason

tells her he has specifically asked Creon to take the boys
from her and keep them in Corinth.

Then for a moment, during

the speech beginning "Forgive me, Jason, as I do you," she
is aware of her position as an avenger.

These times of
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sharp self-awareness are what save her from total insanity.
She pushes that insight aside and forges on with her plan to
find a weak spot in him.

She has hit on it with the children

and relentlessly pushes her gain, demanding "Answer me" after
she has asked if he would be grieved by their death.
Not satisfied with his grief at the vision of his
sons’ deaths, she suggests the murder of Creusa.

She irra

tionally and ruthlessly taunts him with "I am to conclude
that you love--Creon1s daughter--more than your sons."

When

he says he could take the boys from her by force, and takes
her arm, she becomes violent again.

Her rage is motivated

by the complex emotions of sexual jealousy and the memory of
physical love.

But she again regains control, and persuades

Jason to stay and see the boys, for she must be quite cer
tain that he deeply loves them.
When the children appear, her attitude toward them
is gentle, for when she is rational, she loves them tenderly.
She anxiously watches Jason with his sons, finally deciding
that he does indeed love the boys.

She harshly separates

herself from the herd of the Hellene Women, and pride rises
again with the line "Do you think I am a cow lowing after
the calf?"

She considers them little better than beasts of

burden and herself as being Infinitely superior.

Yet she

approaches Jason almost tenderly, for she knows she is see
ing her family alive together for the last time.

Her tears
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are sincere and anguished as her control breaks on the line
"I think I am satisfied that you love them, these two young
heroes."
But she pulls herself from her grief at once.
must not see her broken.

Jason

The plan she presents to him is

obviously well contrived.

She has planned it from the time

Creon offended her in the first act with "I pity you, Medea."
The plan is delivered with a harsh, false sincerity, under
lined with a frenetic urgency.

Jason must agree to go with

the boys to the palace to deliver the gifts or her plan will
be thwarted.

Her line:

"Even that hard king loves his only

son" enforces her decision that the children must be sacri
ficed,

Her admonishment to the children beginning "Dear

ones, brave little falcons" is heartfelt, but she cannot
resist a slam at the supposed sexual incapacity of Creusa,
with the line " . . .

that proud, breastless girl."

She weeps

again, realizing that her sons must die by her own hand.
Throughout the remainder of the scene, she watches
Jason carefully, fearful that he might have some suspicion
of her plan and thus thwart it.

She is concerned that the

poison gifts might be spent before they reach Creusa, or that
they might harm her sons.

Her comment to her sons:

"Don't

touch the gold, or it might--tarnish," arouses Jason’s sus
picion, and he is even.more wary after she flings her wedding
ring into the case with the gold, thereby stripping off the

last tie with the past.

When he remarks that the wreath

looks like fire, she is quick to quell his suspicion with a
triumphant, "Vine leaves.

The flashing, arrow-sharp leaves."

Jason watches her with great distrust, but she meets his look
without flinching.

She tenderly bids the children farewell,

and urgently instructs them to tell her every detail of the
gift-giving upon their return.

It is important to her that

she experience, even if it must be vicariously, every agony
of her rival.
The second unit of the speech, which begins after the
children have gone, is delivered with pure savage joy.
is jubilant that her plan seems successful thus far.

She
But

then, when she recalls that she must kill the children when
they return, she is anguished.

It must seem, for just a

moment, that she cannot kill them.

But her iron nature is

again aroused when the First Woman says "But one thing you
will not do, for you cannot.
children."

You will not hurt your own

She can and she will, for she realizes that

Creusa's death is a small thing to Jason compared to the
deaths of his sons.

The ensuing dialogue re-establishes

the terrible force of her will.

She undergoes the mystical

experience of hearing the death cries of Creusa on "Did
you hear a thin music, like a girl screaming?"

She instills

terror in the women, making them incapable of preventing the
tragedy.

"You came to see how the barbarian woman endures
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betrayal:

watch and you'll know," makes them doubly aware

of the power of her savage mysticism.

She is so certain

that her revenge has been consummated on the line "Have
patience, Women.

Be quiet.

I am quite sure something has

happened," that she must have had some kind of mystical
awareness of the death agonies of Creon and Creusa--perhaps
that awareness occurs on the First Woman's line "Like an
erect serpent."
She is alive with anticipation as the Tutor returns
from the palace.

When he says that all went well, she

thinks for a moment that her plan has been thwarted.

All

seems normal and

she can scarcely contain a desire to

physi

cally attack him

when he says that Jason is joyful.

he says that the

gifts were given directly to Creusa,

But when
she

knows that it is just a matter of time until the horror
begins.

She approaches the old man with scornful fury, dis

gusted with his stupidity at imagining that she would sin
cerely try to win Creusa's favor.

She is now completely

confident.
At the climax of her joy, her older son approaches,
and she is struck with the horror of what she must do.

She

is anguished.
Her mind is sharply pulled back to the business at
hand as a slave comes from the palace.

Her reaction to him

and to the Nurse's narrative represents a desperate sucking
of details from them.

Her joy is almost unbearable.

She is
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electric with her triumph.
all that transpired.

As the Nurse speaks, she sees

Her body is alternately rigid and

snake-like as she expresses her joy with triumphant writhing.
Her first act line "Let them watch my enemies go down in
blood," is, at last, realized.

She is infuriated when the

Nurse seems unable to go on, for she wants every terrorfilled bit of information.

On the line "I want all.

Had

they died when you came away," she seems to physically tear
the words from the Nurse.
The speech beginning "You have told good news well,"
is an articulation of monstrous pride and soaring jubilation.
Then she again is faced with the necessity of killing her •
sons, and she is almost broken.

But she knows, from Aegeus*

words, that Jason can continue his life through his sons.
She has no other course.

She fiercely faces the women and

with the line "You thought me soft and submissive, like a
common woman," she isolates herself from human feeling.

Full

of hatred for Jason, she wheels on the boys, resolved to kill
them.
Upon seeing the children full face, all of her
savagely tender love for them again wells, and it must seem
that she could not kill that which she so deeply loves.

But

'as she intently stares at them she sees in them characteris
tics of Jason.

Perhaps the curve of the brow, the cut of

the jaw, and certainly the eyes.

She knows now the time has
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come to kill the children, but her rage is spent.

She knows

she is caught in a chain of events of her own making.

As

she perceived earlier, in a moment of insight, "God and my
vengeful goddess are doing these things."
the Women can stem the flow of events.
drawn inescapably into the house.

Neither she nor

She and the boys are

She kills them gently and

quickly, for their cries are brief.

The horrible keening of

Medea for her own sin is heard periodically until she emerges
from the house to meet Jason.
When Medea emerges from the house to confront Jason,
she is very close to madness.

She could kill Pelias, Creon,

Creusa, and even her own brother and retain her own sanity,
but the final act of murdering "the fruit of her own tree"
is almost too much.

She experiences final victory as Jason

falls to the ground, utterly defeated, as he contemplates the
bleeding bodies of his sons.
rationality.

But she still retains her

She is able to see the sequence of horror in

perspective, for she summarizes the events exactly when she
says:"I have done it:
them."

because I loathed you more than I loved

She foretells his death, not so much by mystical

powers as b y .the wish for poetic justice.

How perfect it

would be for her if the ship which had removed her from her
own land to the cold and smiling land of the Greeks should
be.the instrument of his death.

Her victory is bitter, for

she is as lost and empty as is Jason.
them both.

Her passion has destroyed
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I used the above analysis to guide my thinking and
emotional levels for the character.

I attempted to pattern

my physical movement and demeanor after the imagery provided
by Jeffers.

The primary imagery relating to Medea seems to

belong to the cat family, the snake family, or the eagle.
The Nurse says of her in the opening speech:

"Jason would

be wiser to tempt a lioness, or naked-handed steal the whelps
of a tiger. "

The First Woman says.:

in the cattle pen."

Creon says of her:

as a hawk does a viper."
last scene with:

"A great love is a lion
"We shall watch you:

Finally, Jason accosts her in the

"I came to kill yo u , Medea, like a caught

beast, like a crawling viper."

Keeping these images con

stantly in mind, I strove to achieve a prowling, cat-like
stride, rather like that of a panther,

This further neces

sitated a hunched carriage of the shoulders.

When sitting,

I never sat normally with the proper posture, but rather
crouched, like a beast prepared to spring.

This position was

particularly evident in the second speech on stage as I sat
on the topmost

platform, beginning with the line:

Jason is not to smile at his bride over my grave.

"But
.

I

attempted to make her almost completely animal-like in the
X

second act when she said:

"No, I want him crushed, boneless,

crawling."
Before Medea comes on stage, a direction is given
that she is prowling in the house "like a caged beast."

I
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let this image govern the use of my eyes.

I tried to project

the fearful, frantic quality of a trapped panther.
The major inanimate image that I used was that of the
stone.

That image may be found in the following lines.

Nurse says:

"She is like a stone on the shore."

greets her with:
filled eyes,."

The

Creo'n

"Woman of the stone forehead and hate-

and the Third Woman says, after the climax:

"What is she doing, that woman, staring like a stone, star
ing?"

This image was used, not in movement,.but rather in

non-movement.

When dealing with Creon and Jason in the early

scenes, I strove to maintain a rigid, erect physical stance
and immobile expression.
On the whole, I was as satisfied as could be expected
with the results of the performance.

One always wishes for

that extra week of rehearsal, or just one more performance,
but I felt, that I achieved, within my limitations, what I was
working for in the play.

The audience seemed to react

favorably to Medea as a person, and I believe that there was
some sympathy generated for her.

I do not believe that I

will ever be called upon again to create a more emotionally
and physically exhausting character, and therefore the educa
tional value of the endeavor was immeasurable.

I learned

where my weakest points are as an actress, and I am now better
equipped to strengthen them/0

APPENDIX

First Rehearsal--June 5
Before the rehearsal began I had a conference with
the Director to discuss further casting.

He has definitely

decided that James Newcomer will play Jason.
the relationship of Jason and Medea.

•

We discussed

We both have accepted

some of Gilbert Murray's conclusions about the characters
in the original version and have found them applicable in
this adaptation;

notably his statement that they are in

the play as they were before the action begins.

He is cold,

ambitious for power and uses love as a means to obtain it.
She is passionate and single-minded, whether in her pursuit
of love or her need for vengeance.
Tryouts were held before the rehearsal began.

No

definite decisions were reached, but most of the final cast
ing will take place June 8.

The Director roughly blocked

the scenes between Jason and Medea.

He noted that my

physical movement must be much more violent, and I realized
that I must improve my physical condition, strengthening and
loosening my muscles.

The Director commented on my foot

work, noting that I have a tendency to be indefinite when
stopping.
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After the rehearsal was concluded, we discussed the
necessary development of the character.

I told the Director

that I believed a realistic approach, both physically and
emotionally, was justifiable in the Jeffers adaptation.

He

said that he would agree if I could make such an interpreta
tion credible in the framework of a semi-poetical drama.
Time will tell. • We decided that Medea is much more volatile
and uncontrolled in the first act than in the second.

In

the final act, the decisions have been made and she more
rationally awaits the results of her actions.

I noticed

that I must work for vocal variation, for I have a tendency
to become too loud and monotonous.
to paraphrase.

I also noted that I tend

The actor playing Jason will watch me.

Second Rehearsal--June 8
Most of the casting was completed today.

Bernice

0'Grotty will play the Nurse; Douglas Anderson, Aegeus;
Charles Haun, Creon; Roxanna Richardson, the First Woman;
and Jerry O'Brian, the Second Woman.

Still to be cast are

the Third Woman, the Tutor, the Slave and several super
numeraries.
Act

II

was blocked and we began to work a bit on

characterization.
know

I am at that agonizing point where I

the lines but cannot quite articulate them.

That was

a serious impediment to character development today.
hope, by next Monday, to have a fully formulated and

I

articulate conception of the role.

At this point, I know

what I want to do and how Medea thinks.
tion of externalizing those concepts.
emerge as being purely evil.

Now it is a ques

I do not want her to

I want her actions and

savagery to be intrinsically motivated by the other charac- •
ters and the action that has transpired as related by both
Medea and the Nurse.
foreseen.

The central problem is one that I had

Medea enters at an emotional pitch and never,

ostensibly, leaves that high key.

As the Director noted, it

is a matter of finding levels of savagery, manifested by
variety in voice and body.

Specifics mentioned in the

critique today were:
1.

To motivate by thought the blocking in the
sequence beginning "As for those people, they
will soon die."

2.

To achieve the feeling of a savage leech as the
Nurse tells of the deaths.

3.

To achieve a more confident attitude toward
’ Act II.

4.

To develop a definite focal point for the action.

Third Rehearsal--June 9
The Director was called to a staff meeting today, so
we were unable to accomplish as much as I would have liked.
The rehearsal was not wasted, however.

If the time had been

spent just in a line run through it would have been valuable,
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but we attempted to run blocking as well and were thus able
to work a bit on character development and relationship.

We

experimented with movement and business and will show the
results to the Director tomorrow.

Each rehearsal I am more

impressed with the urgent necessity for "levels of savagery."
I must control both my voice and emotions.
Fourth Rehearsal--June 10
Today Act I was completely blocked.

Of course, some

changes will be made, but the framework is there.
is almost entirely cast.

The show

All that remains is to cast the

Slave and the Tutor.
I now realize the tremendous fund of physical energy
I will need to sustain the character.

Today I lost control

and expended too much energy too rapidly and at the wrong
time.

Though we rehearsed only the first act, I was near

exhaustion.

I must strengthen my technique and physical

fitness or I can never hope to make it through the show.
found I tend to waste energy.
climax when Medea says:
know it:

I must reserve power for the

"This is it.

loathing is all."

I

I did not surely

The Director noted that I must

work on the gestures for this sequence.

I have, to an extent,

but must make them more fluid and violent.
"Ancient Goddess to whom I and my people.

In the prayer
. ."

I must

achieve an aura of barbaric mysticism and fall into a near
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trance.

I must watch my hands.

My gestures tend to become

stylized.
Fifth Rehearsal--June 11

... .

Today Russ Browning was cast as the Tutor; Susan
Sharkey will play the Third Woman; and Act II was blocked„
Remembering the criticism from June 8, I attempted to
achieve a feeling of cold resolve on the opening speech of
Act II.

I don’t know if it came off.

The blocking is

rather complex, so my timing is not set yet.

I will work on

that next Tuesday.
Sixth Rehearsal--June 15
Jason and I worked with Aegeus Saturday.

Because of

summer school registration we were unable to work at all on
Friday and we were reluctant to miss three days of rehearsal.
I established firmly my relationship with Aegeus.

I am

indifferent to him, impatient with him and only when I
realize that my revenge will be complete by escaping to
Athens do I become interested in him.

We also began to work .

on Aegeus' fear of Medea’s occult powers, and hope to build
the scene in the first act where she makes him swear to
protect her in Athens into a mystic ritual.
In the formal rehearsal, business was tentatively
set for Act I.

I am missing a solid relationship with Creon.

I want to achieve, when he first enters, a feeling of
supreme arrogance.

I must somehow find a way to turn that
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arrogance into false subservience.

The difficulty lies in

the fact that the audience must know that my submission is
only superficial, yet Creon must believe it is genuine.

I

am having trouble with the line "I hope that Jason may be
as kind to her as--to me."

The problem is that the line

must begin sincerely, but end with bitter vengefulness.
I am still working for "levels-of savagery."

I

tried my first long speech in a low, exhausted key today.
It is not right.

She must come on strong to justify the

ensuing action.
Seventh Rehearsal--June 16
We rehearsed Act II today and I am worried about it.
It has proved difficult to come from the heights of rage to
a semi-calm resolve, maintaining the energy and savagery
intrinsic in the character.

Perhaps it will seem more

feasible on Friday when we rehearse both acts together.

I

am particularly worried about the final scene with Jason,
We both know where we want to go, but the horror of the
situation is almost too much for us.

Jason is having

trouble facing the necessity of visualizing the bodies of
the two children, and it is hard for me to coldly utter
lines such as "I have done it:
than I loved them."

because I loathed you more

I also must concentrate on the panto

mime during the Nurse’s speech, and on that during the long
dialogues of the chorus.

Eighth Rehearsal--June 17
Some things went better today.
the off-stage dialogue at the opening.
firmer relationship with Creon.

I felt better about
I established a

At first it was simply a

mechanical device of lowering my head like an animal instead
of meeting him straight on.

As we rehearsed the scene, the

feeling of loathing and scorn became more believable.
sure I am still too loud in this act (I).
some variety today, but can use more.

I did achieve

I must make Medea’s

plight pitiable and understandable for the audience.
much happier with the Aegeus scene.

I am

I was

I think we are both on

our way here.
Ninth Rehearsal--June 18
Something improved, considering the usual condition
of Act II.
attitude.

However, I went to rehearsal with an unfortunate
I am frightened of Act II, and we had to rehearse

in Room 6.

Three strikes.

close to me.
today’s work.

I dislike the audience being so

Notwithstanding, good things came out of
The Nurse and I have a much firmer relation

ship and I am developing a clearer attitude toward the
chorus.

The Director did some exciting things with blocking.

I felt the cast begin to pull together, which is most impor
tant of all.

A comforting feeling.

The blocking is difficult and will take much work.
I must not be graceful, yet cannot be awkward.

Movement
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needs the same savagery as line delivery.

The Director

remarked that my movement still tends to be rather abrupt.
I must watch that.
Tenth Rehearsal--June 19
The rehearsal was exciting and fulfilling today.
We hit levels never before reached, and depths I hope we
never reach again.
in the first act.

An interesting thing happened with Jason
I completely lost "aesthetic distance,"

or control, or whatever title you wish to apply to that
tightrope an actor walks between reality and fantasy.
almost physically attacked him when he said:
instrument."
struck him.
chorus.

I

"You were that

Fortunately, he broke the scene before I
I was disappointed in my relationship with the

I tend to let down when I ’m addressing them.

It

needs work.
We ran the entire show today, and it is surprisingly
short.

I am still shaky in Act II.

back on stage Monday.

It will be good to get

Act II wasn’t set firmly when we left

main stage, and I am uncertain of the blocking.
Eleventh Rehearsal--June 2 2
It was a frightening rehearsal today!
on stage for the first time in almost a week.
blocking was awkward and I was nothing.

We were back
As I feared,

I did something to
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my voice during the off-stage lament and it was strained and
false during the remainder of the rehearsal.
We worked with the children for the first time.
They are delightful, and it is a great help to have them
there.
I think what most frightened me was having the char
acter slip between my fingers so completely.

It seemed as

though almost three weeks of rehearsal had been for nought.
This is a perplexing problem I am sure many actors face,
particularly those who, like me, rely partially on emotional
power rather than on pure technique.

Emotional truth had

sustained me until this point, but it obviously cannot be
relied upon.
The Director had two suggestions today.

One had to

do with the "As for these people, they will soon die"
sequence.
are not
key.

He (the Director) feels that the "Jason’s (woes)

(over)" line should be played at a high emotional

I agree. The second suggestion was that the line

■

"People go mad if they think too much," should be similar.
I don’t agree.
loud.

I think it should be intense rather than

We will experiment with it.

Twelfth Rehearsal--June 2 3
Pictures for the newspapers were taken today, so we
did not

attempt to have a full rehearsal.

Miss Irene Comer

and the

Director worked with the chorus and the remainder of
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the cast rehearsed individually in Room 6.

Both the Creon

scene and the final scene with Jason came into focus.
The worth of the latter occurred rather acciden
tally.

In order to save my voice I underplayed the entire

thing.

The result was surprisingly gratifying.

By speak

ing quietly I become stronger, and Jason, to counteract my
reserve, became frantic.

Thus he emerged as being weak.

We

will show it to the Director tomorrow and get his opinion.
Thirteenth Rehearsal--June 24
Today we had a fairly solid rehears'al.
about handling the costume.

I am worried

The costume crew was unable to

find anything comparable to the costume I will wear in the
show and that

himation

could ruin me.

with props--the boxes for the gifts.
time to be comfortable with them,

We began working

It is going to take

I will work with.the

children and serving women before rehearsal tomorrow.
Fourteenth Rehearsal--June 2 5
Though the character was emotionally sound today,
the Director caught several technical errors which must be
improved upon.

In the speech beginning "Nothing--! am pray

ing to my gods for wisdom.

. . " I must emphasize "Pelted

with stones from the villages" with a new attack.

Neither •

the Director nor I are satisfied with the delivery of "I
thought of old days."

It is difficult to sham tears.
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Tomorrow I will try moving down stage and facing the
audience.

The rise during•"I am not a beggar" is awkward.

Tomorrow I will rise before the line.
the "Break this dog's teeth!" gesture.

I failed to recover
I must clearly dif

ferentiate units on "If I could peel off the flesh, the
children, the memory.

. ."

I must make the transition

after "Better to be clean bones on the shore" more explicit.
The Director did not like the end of the second act
today.

He thinks I should be more maniacal. ' I am having

trouble with the concept.

It seems to me if I were going to

go mad I would have done so long before the end.
Fifteenth Rehearsal--June 26
Today was the first full technical rehearsal, and as
always under such circumstances, the rehearsal was poor.
was back in costume today and in trouble.

I

The himation is

far too long in the front and must be shortened.

The Direc

tor noted that I kept my thumbs in toward my palms almost
the entire rehearsal.

I was wearing Medea's wedding band

and was playing with it.

How childish!

I have been seriously considering the comment yes
terday that I should be insane when I make my final entrance.
Perhaps so.

Perhaps killing the children destroys her mind.

Tomorrow I will try it.
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Sixteenth Rehear,sal--June 27
The character is reasonably crystallized now.

The

points that were made today were primarily small technical
ones.

I am toying with the idea

of playing the entire

scene beginning "I have children: my sons are well," on the
floor.

I believe I can better achieve heightened fury in

this manner.
on a ridge.

Today this sequence as well as the ". . .lion
. ." sequence were blurred.

wants the last scene more insane.
thinking to achieve it, and that
tendency to cut others' lines.

The Director still

I'll have to revamp my
will take time.

I have a

I must watch that.

Seventeenth Rehearsal--June 2 9
Surprisingly enough we had a relatively smooth
rehearsal today.

That is rather unusual after a day off.

Again, minor technical criticisms were given.

The Director,

too, had thought that the "I have children: my sons are
well" sequence would be more effective on the floor.
tried it today and it felt good.

I

I am trying to play the

last scene mad, but it is impossible when I do not agree
with the interpretation.

I will agree.

Eighteenth Rehearsal--June 30
The last and most horrifying rehearsal today.

My

voice broke again, and I was deathly ill before the curtain
rose.

I must to a physician.
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Although I did not achieve the madness at the end.
during the rehearsal proper, I stayed after and hit it.
last that scene is set.

At

I am terrified of the opening

tomorrow.
Opening Night--July 1
We played to a relatively small house.

It was no

more than half full. ' This is to be expected for the first
show of the summer season, particularly if that show is a
tragedy.

However, the audience was attentive and

appreciative.
The show was not as smooth as I would have liked it
to be.

I cut several of my own lines, which is par for the

course under tension.

This didn’t seem to affect the flow

of the show or the other actors.

The Tutor completely

changed his interpretation,■ which threw me a bit.
he had told me he intended to do it.

Annoying.

level the Director wanted for the last scene.
and he was right.

I wish

I hit the

It is right

Of course, it is not smooth yet.

It will

be.
Second Night---July 2
Tonight was much smoother than opening night.
Although the house was larger and more difficult to manage,
by the middle of the first act they were ours.

The final

product was more satisfying tonight than it was last night,
but it still isn’t where I want it.
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I ran into an old problem of failing to maintain
emotional control.
it snowballed.
act.

I started the first act too high,- and

I had to fight for the build in the second

I must stop that.

This is the great mistake of de

pending too heavily on emotional powers without complete
technical control.
Third Night--July 3
The show was even, to a fault, tonight.

I relied

entirely on technique and consequently the show lacked
"dramatic truth."

There is nothing specific that I can

point to as being at fault.

There was simply a general

lack of spirit and purpose.

The problem is, of course,

bringing technical and emotional control into the proper
perspective and controlling both to the point that either or
both can be called upon at any time.

I am sure that, in a

long run, the performance would have to be handled techni
cally as it was tonight, but I am unhappy that I should drop
in such a few performances.
A frightening thing happened tonight.

Both the

Nurse and I played her speech concerning the burning of
Creusa too high.

When I delivered the line "You have told

good news well," the audience laughed.
was due to nervous tension.
tomorrow.

The Director said it

The line will be underplayed

Closing Night— July 4
Tonight was by far our best, individually and
collectively.

This performance combined the energy of

opening night with the technical control of last night.

I

"coasted" the first act on technique, reserving my energy
for the magnified emotion in the last act.

I was at last

able to completely assimilate the Director’s direction for
the last scene.

I played it wholeheartedly as he wished--

completely mad.

However, until I totally believed in the

interpretation, I could not give it the dramatic power it
deserved.

I must be more flexible,

Contrary to my former

line of thought, I now see that although Medea is able to
destroy her own brother and Delias in the name of love;
Creusa and Creon in the name of vengeance, and yet retain
her sanity, "this final sacrifice" is too much.
of her own sons breaks even her strong mind.
becomes her here.
accordingly.

The murder

Madness

I have changed my character analysis

I am only sorry I wasn't able to completely

achieve the emotion sooner.
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